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TECHNICAL NOTE: TurboLite Fall Arresters Usage  
The following notes have been prepared for the Australia and New Zealand markets to the cover the use of 
the TurboLite range of inertia reel fall arresters in approximately horizontal and foot level applications. They 
are to be read as a supplement to the instructions provided with each product. Failure to read and  
understand this document when using the TurboLite units laterally could lead to injury or death.  
 
 
 
Part Numbers: MFL-1/2M-AUS TURBOLITE KARABINER AND SNAP HOOK  
         MFL-2/2M-AUS TURBOLITE KARABINER AND SCAFF HOOK  
         MFL-3/2M-AUS TURBOLITE EYE AND SNAP HOOK  
         MFL-12/2M-AUS TURBOLITE ALUMINIUM KARABINER AND ALUMINIUM SCAFF HOOK 
         1017900 TURBOLITE ALUMINIUM KARABINER AND ALUMINIUM SNAP HOOK  
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TECHNICAL NOTE: TurboLite Fall Arresters Usage  
 
Miller strongly recommends that any fall arrest block (also referred to as SRL [Self Retracting 
Lifeline]) is set up and used in a way that will minimize the risks involved in arresting a fall 
should one take place.  
 
The simplest ways to achieve this is to position the block overhead or 
elevate the point the block is connected to.  
 
In situations where people are required to work on top of structures 
(eg Transformers, steel works etc), there is a range of transportable 
fall arrest posts, temporary horizontal lifelines and bases, which will 
enable connection to be made at a higher point than floor level (see 
example images to the right). With these products it is possible to       
position an anchorage point up to 1.7m above floor level. This can 
greatly reduce the degree of free fall a person would experience in 
the event of a fall.  
We recognise that after carrying out a detailed risk assessment and 
considering all of the possible options such as Barricades, Fall Arrest 
Posts, Temporary Horizontal Lifelines and the use of ‘Restraint         
Technique’ work methods, that there are some circumstances where 
the last option to provide a fall arrest system is to use a fall arrest 
block at floor level anchored back from the edge that is the identified 
fall arrest risk (every step must be taken to be very clear about where 
the fall risk is located, for example when working on a roof, there may 
be a risk of going through the roof, rather than just falling over the edge of the roof).  
 
 
The following should be considered when mounting SRL’s for horizontal use:  
 
� The free fall maybe longer than 2m;  
 
� An increased swing fall potential;  
 
� The locking speed of the SRL may vary in the event of a fall due to 
the          friction between the lifeline and the platform edge;  
 
� The SRL may lock up quicker than the worker’s walking pace and 
thus cause a fall by jerking the worker off balance;  
 
� Increased lifeline abrasion on work platforms and/or surfaces (contact 
with sharp edges should be avoided);  
 
� The lifeline maybe pinched between two surfaces causing excessive 
lifeline wear and weakness.  
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TECHNICAL NOTE: TurboLite Fall Arresters Usage  
 
During flat roofing, leading edge or similar applications; a suitable anchorage connector 
such as a temporary horizontal lifeline maybe utilised. Care when rigging the SRL should 
be taken so as not to impede the free movement of the lifeline. SRL’s will receive greater 
wear and will require more frequent inspection and service when used in applications other 
than vertical. Web type SRL’s will wear quicker than wire rope devices and therefore, web 
type SRL’s may require more frequent inspection and service when used horizontally. 
Mounting the unit on its side will increase the wear on the lifeline, labels and housing.  
 
If the webbing of the SRL has the potential to travel over the edge of a flat surface, the            
potential for webbing shear may exist. This is due to a sharp edge of a platform and fall ar-
rest forces created by the falling worker.  
 
Care must be taken to prevent a situation developing where the wire or webbing from the 
SRL will be dragged along the edge, the block must be positioned so that the webbing will 
be at right angles to the edge that represents the fall risk.  
 
A plan to carry out an immediate rescue in the event of a fall must be in place.  
 
Employee training on the proper selection, use and care of personal fall arrest equipment is 
necessary prior to using fall arrest equipment. The training should make the users aware of 
how to recognise existing and potential fall hazards and how to eliminate, prevent or control 
these hazards. Elimination could be in the form of engineering out the hazard. Prevention 
could be a restraint or passive system and control would be the use of personal fall arrest  
systems. Training on identification of potential hazards that could result from the use or            
misuse of certain types of fall arrest equipment should be covered.  
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TECHNICAL NOTE: TurboLite Fall Arresters Usage  
 
The following are the Recommendations from the Regional Authorities:  
 
(We strongly recommend checking with your State Work Place Authority for their up to date 
position on this topic, the following is provided only as a guide to their published standing on 
this topic)  
 
NSW: Accept the horizontal use in their ‘Code of Practice for Commercial Roofing’, and in their 
‘Code of Practice Domestic Roofing’ they accept its use as per the above  
 
Victoria: Strongly recommends against it West Australia: No specific recommendations  
 
Queensland: No Specific Recommendations  
 
New Zealand: Acceptable if carried out as per the manufacturer’s recommendations.  
 
 
Ian Travers  
Director of Strategic Marketing  
SPERIAN Fall Protection Australia Pty Ltd  
3 Walker St Braeside  
Victoria 3195 Australia  
Tel: 1300 139 166  
Fax +61 3 9588 0137  
Direct: +61 3 9586 1502  
Mobile: 0418 560 125  
Email: itravers@sperianprotection.com  
www.sperianprotection.com.au  
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